CBMUN 16
UN dawns over the IoBM horizon

The Literary and Public Speaking Society of IoBM organized its eighth edition of College of Business Model United Nations (CBMUN’16), at IoBM from February 12th to February 14th, 2016 says an announcement of the IoBM Public Affairs Section.

CBMUN’16 seeks to pave the way towards ‘Curtailing conflicts and reconciling nations’ through an enriching 3-day conference. The conference helps participants envision new mindsets to understand the changing dimensions of today’s world through educative debates and exhilarating agendas.

This year, CBMUN’16 accepted applications from some of the most reputed institutions of Karachi including IBA, SZABIST, DOW, FAST, AGHA KHAN COLLEGE, NUST, KARACHI UNIVERSITY, THE CITY SCHOOL, MAMA PARSI,

CBMUN’16 first day was marked by heated debates followed by a carnival with adventurous rides, DJ driven music and fun and a bonfire to keep winter vibes intact. The highlight of the second day was interactive sessions of delegates and a display of an exotic play by the phenomenally talented actors from the Dramaculas, Karachi. The grand finale of the mega event was highlighted by the prize distribution ceremony and formal dinner_ a splendid feast for the delegates with some mouthwatering cuisines.

The spirit behind this thought-provoking and gracious show was Sheikh Muhammad Irfan, the Faculty Adviser of the IoBM students Literary and Public Speaking Society (LPSS). Ahmed Mujtaba, President of LPSS and his team of inspiring members meticulously planned, organized, coordinated and promoted this event to admirable success.
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